This essay reframes both the woman suffrage narrative and narratives of African American voting rights struggles by focusing on the experiences of southern African American women between the 1870s and the 1920s. It argues that the Fifteenth Amendment remained central to their suffrage strategy long after the failure of the “New Departure” to win court sanction caused white suffragists to abandon it. As white supremacists in the South worked at the turn of the century to disfranchise black men, leading African American suffragists such as Mary Church Terrell, Gertrude Bustill Mossell, and Adella Hunt Logan called for the enforcement of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments as well as the enfranchisement of black women. After the federal woman suffrage amendment was ratified in 1920, many southern African American women encountered the same barriers to voting—obstructionist tactics, threats, and violence—that black men had faced a generation earlier. In short, for aspiring African American voters in the South, the failure of the Nineteenth Amendment to secure voting rights for black women constituted a sad sequel to the failure of the Fifteenth Amendment to secure voting rights for black men.

This interpretation offers three significant interventions. It pairs the Reconstruction-era Amendments with the Nineteenth Amendment, recognizing their shared focus on voting rights. It connects the voting rights struggles of southern African Americans across genders and generations. Finally, it finds that, for some women, the canonical “century of struggle” for voting rights continued long after the Nineteenth Amendment was ratified.

Lula Murry knew her rights. After the Jefferson County, Alabama Board of Registrars rejected her voter registration application in the fall of 1923, Murry, a woman in her fifties whose roots reached back to Georgia and whose husband made a steady living as a mattress maker, took the problem straight to President Calvin Coolidge. Her family had fulfilled its obligations to the nation; she expected the federal government to fulfill its obligations to her. Two of her brothers had answered the nation’s call to military service in its “time of … Greatest necessity,” she wrote, one giving his life “in the defense cause in [the] time known as the world war to elevate to safe democracy.” Her complaint? That, in Birmingham, “safe democracy” was nowhere to be found. “Here I stand denied the constitution rights in Article XIV and XV … [and] I being a woman[,] the 19th Amendment of the Constitution of U.S.” Murry was as fearless as she was firm. In Jim Crow Alabama, she wrote her name and return address on the envelope and sent the letter by registered mail.1
Like many American women in the early years after the 1920 ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment, Lula Murry found that she still could not vote. Like many African Americans of her day, she connected the success or failure of the Nineteenth Amendment in securing voting rights for African American women to the history of the Fourteenth and especially the Fifteenth Amendments in the years after Reconstruction. The Fourteenth Amendment, ratified in 1868, established that African Americans were citizens and, for the first time, expressly protected voting rights for adult male citizens. Two years later, the Fifteenth Amendment proclaimed that the “right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.” Backed by these amendments, in the living memory of many of her contemporaries and quite possibly within her own, vast multitudes of African American men in the South had in fact voted in elections supervised by the U.S. military and then in the reconstructed states. Black men’s turnout peaked at perhaps 90 percent in elections to call conventions to write new state constitutions, select convention delegates, and fill local, state, and federal offices.

In the decades after federal troops withdrew from the South, however, the number of African American men who voted in the region dwindled. The Supreme Court gutted the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments with decisions in the Slaughterhouse Cases and Cruikshank, giving opponents of black voting more legal room to maneuver. White supremacists rendered black men’s votes moot through fraud and drove them from the polls with campaigns of intimidation and bloody violence. States erected new procedural barriers to the ballot such as cumulative poll taxes and erstwhile “literacy” tests. And finally, in a period between 1890 and 1908 that historian Michael Perman calls “Restoration,” southern states, starting with Mississippi in 1890 and concluding with Georgia in 1908, worked to settle the “race question” once and for all by enshrining disfranchising measures in new or amended state constitutions. By the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, only a few African American men, often a community’s so-called “best men,” retained voting rights. Many African Americans, Lula Murry among them, recognized that the Nineteenth Amendment was erected atop the rickety ruins of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. Between the turn of the century and the 1920s, African American woman suffragists were determined to hold the nation accountable for all three amendments.

By pairing the Reconstruction-era amendments with the Nineteenth Amendment, Murry and like-minded contemporaries saw connections—between generations, between races, and between women and men—that scholars of voting rights and women’s rights have yet to fully explore. It took decades for the verdict on the effectiveness of the Fifteenth Amendment to become clear. By thinking intersectionally across what historian Nancy Cott called “the great divide” of 1920, it becomes possible to see whether or how the Nineteenth Amendment empowered black women, their families, and their communities.

Extending the assessment of the Nineteenth Amendment past 1920 is key, for scholarship on woman suffrage, classic and current, details the importance of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments for the movement, but only up until 1875. The long-standing alliance of suffragists and abolitionists, a coalition born at Seneca Falls in 1848, fractured during the Reconstruction-era debates over voting rights when suffrage was extended to black men but not to women of any race. In 1869, the allies made their fateful split,
with supporters of the pending Fifteenth Amendment, such as Ellen Frances Watkins Harper and Lucy Stone, moving forward through work in the American Woman Suffrage Association while opponents of the Amendment, such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, directed their efforts through the rival National Woman Suffrage Association, protesting bitterly that the deal left them at the mercy of men less qualified than they. In 1875, the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in *Minor v. Happersett* ended the efforts of Anthony, Mary Ann Shadd Cary, and other “New Departure” suffragists to persuade the courts that because women were citizens under the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Fifteenth Amendment’s protections also extended to women. After *Minor v. Happersett*, historical accounts go silent on the ongoing relevance of the Fourteenth and especially the Fifteenth Amendment for the woman suffrage movement. But though white suffragists abandoned the effort to use the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to gain voting rights for women, African American suffragists did not. For them, not only were black women’s voting rights at stake, but also those of black men.6

As historians of African American women’s experiences have pointed out, accounts of the woman suffrage struggle that marginalize southern black women not only downplay the rich experiences of these women but misdirect the broad suffrage narrative as well. An intersectional approach, by contrast, expressly acknowledges that race and sex are “all bound up together” and illuminates how black suffrage activists, together with their families, churches, and communities, pressed broad agendas for uplift and justice. If the woman suffrage story features the experiences of African American women as aspiring voters and anchors them in the context of their families and communities, both their story and the story must be rewritten: the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments become at once a failed strategy for enfranchising white women and an important step toward suffrage for black women; the suffrage struggles of black women and men become connected; and the “century of struggle” continues long after the Nineteenth Amendment was ratified.7

The implications of the Fifteenth Amendment for woman suffrage were much on the minds of leading African American suffragists and many white supremacists who opposed them. Even as suffragists intensified their campaigns in the first and second decades of the twentieth century, some white supremacists worked to repeal the Fifteenth Amendment, trying to close the door once and for all to any path back to the ballot for black men. After 1910, as more states enacted woman suffrage and as momentum built for the federal amendment, black suffragists feared, and white supremacists hoped, that the failure of the Fifteenth Amendment to secure African American men’s voting rights in the late nineteenth century foreshadowed the failure of a possible federal amendment to secure African American women’s voting rights. Both black suffragists and white supremacists, it turned out, were largely correct. After ratification in 1920, when federal action imposed woman suffrage on the states of the Old Confederacy, the past proved to be prologue when black women went to the polls.

“*A RUNNING AGITATION*”: FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT CONTROVERSIES, 1900–1915

The broad disfranchisement of African American men in the Jim Crow South seemed quite secure by about 1910. By then, historian Michael Perman argues, the decades-
long process of disfranchisement “had reached its conclusion.”

Even so, the Fifteenth Amendment remained intensely controversial in the first two decades of the twentieth century, and white supremacists worked to shrink its protections further still and even to repeal it outright. Supporters of black women’s suffrage fought simultaneously to acquire voting rights for women and to preserve and enforce the Fifteenth Amendment.

The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were the target of repeated efforts at repeal in the 1900s and 1910s. In 1904, the House of Representatives debated whether the amendments had been legally adopted at all and whether they should be repealed. Rep. Thomas W. Hardwick of Georgia, a protegé of Tom Watson, introduced resolutions to that effect. He explained his purpose in a speech on the floor of the House on January 27, 1904. “The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were adopted, if adopted at all, against the will of the majority of all the people in the Union, by trickery and treachery in the North and by force and violence in the South.” His effort was stymied but other southern legislators, including Representative J. Thomas (“Cotton Tom”) Heflin (D-AL) and Senators Ben Tillman (SC) and James K. Vardaman (MS), continued to argue for repeal, calling in 1911 for a plebiscite on the matter. In 1916, Rep. Thomas Sisson of Mississippi introduced a resolution to ask the Justice Department to bring to the Supreme Court a test case that would determine whether the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were “legally adopted and are a part of the Constitution,” or, as some white supremacist lawyers and lawmakers suspected, adopted in violation of other constitutional provisions.

These repeal efforts came to naught but they were not to be dismissed, for they gained support outside the South and they were part of a broad reconsideration of voting rights in the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century United States. New York, in fact, did rescind its ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment in 1870 when State Senator William “Boss” Tweed took advantage of new Democratic majorities in both houses in Albany to reduce the voting strength of Republicans by reducing the number of black voters. But black suffragists did not have to look back to 1870 to see threats to the continued survival of the Fifteenth Amendment, even in its attenuated state. White supremacists took to the hustings to spread their view that “an ignorant enfranchised Negro population” was a danger not only to the South, but to the nation. In 1900, when progressive child labor reformer Rev. Edgar Murphy of Alabama joined speakers from Georgia and North Carolina to lecture in Philadelphia on “The American Negro,” writer Gertrude Bustill Mossell sounded the alarm at what she heard. Mossell was a journalist, clubwoman, and suffragist, the proud and politically active descendent of a Philadelphia African American family whose freedom predated the American Revolution. Murphy and his colleagues, she charged, had traveled to the very “cradle of liberty” to attack black political rights. “These men want the 15th Amendment repealed[;] they want to be placed in a position to rule without the disgrace of shooting the Negro.” The next year, the Brooklyn Eagle called for the repeal of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, arguing that the preservation of “government and civilization” required allegiance to a “higher constitution than the Federal compact.” The debate over the legitimacy of black voting rights continued as T. Thomas Fortune’s New York Age in 1911 criticized the “running agitation for repeal of the Fifteenth Amendment” by both members of Congress and clergymen of note, among them Dr. William Hayne Leavell, a founder of Rice University and soon President Woodrow Wilson’s ambassador to Guatemala. Concerned that the upcoming elections might put then-Governor Wilson in the White House and Democratic majorities in both
houses of Congress, the Age argued that African Americans had ample reason to worry. If Democrats had a good year in 1912, “the Negroes would be justified in expecting the most radical legislation in opposition to their civil and political rights guaranteed them by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.”

The broader political culture did not augur well, for African American men were not the only persons to lose their voting rights in the period. Despite poll tax exemptions for veterans and “grandfather” clauses designed to preserve ballot access for white men loyal to the Democratic Party, many of the devices that disfranchised African American men in the South disfranchised white men there as well. Poll taxes and literacy tests also tripped up white men who could not pay the tax or pass the test. Outside the South, progressive reformers hoped to “purify” the electorate by eliminating “problem voters,” often targeting immigrants, ethnic groups, and urban workers as corrupt and unfit. Michigan and Wyoming repealed alien suffrage first, and by the early 1920s, all thirty-one states that had once permitted noncitizens to vote had rescinded it. States extended their residency requirements; at the extreme, Rhode Island required voters to establish residency by living not just in the state but in the locality for two years. Washington, Oregon, California, Wyoming, Arizona, Oklahoma, Delaware, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maine—none of which belonged to the Old Confederacy—all instituted literacy tests. By the end of the 1920s, forty-six states required at least part of their voting population to register. Approximately a third of states limited the period for voter registration to a week or less. Personal registration procedures burdened prospective voters with the task of repeatedly presenting themselves to registrars. At the turn of the century, states from every region reshaped their electorates to make them more white, more middle class, and more likely native born. For African Americans working to expand voting rights, the national climate offered little encouragement.

The controversies over the Fifteenth Amendment made their way to the Supreme Court, which in 1915 reaffirmed a cramped interpretation of the amendment’s capacity. In Guinn and Beal v. United States, the court both threw out the “grandfather” clause as a disfranchising tool available to states and confirmed that literacy tests passed constitutional muster. At issue was an amendment to Oklahoma’s 1910 state constitution that imposed both restrictions. The court rejected the grandfather clause as a “repugnant” and “open repudiation of the Fifteenth Amendment.” Oklahoma’s amendment, however, entangled the literacy test in the grandfather clause and the court declared both provisions void, but then expressly clarified that literacy tests complied with the amendment’s requirements. Chief Justice Edward Douglass White delivered the court’s opinion and declared that the literacy test requirement “was but the exercise by the State of a lawful power vested in it not subject to our supervision, and, indeed, its validity is admitted.” The Guinn decision, often celebrated as a step forward for voting rights, surely also offered comfort to white supremacists by endorsing literacy tests as a restrictive device and affirming that the Fifteenth Amendment did not “change, modify or deprive the States of their full power as to suffrage.”

The Fifteenth Amendment’s very existence was endangered just as the woman suffrage campaigns gained momentum, and African American suffragists took up both causes at once. Gertrude Mossell wrote in support of woman suffrage at least as early as 1885, echoing in the pages of the New York Freeman John Stuart Mill’s sentiment that “the legal subordination of one sex to the other [is] wrong.” Fifteen years later,
she used her pen to decry black men’s disfranchisement, and when she wrote about black men’s voting rights, she meant “us.” For Mossell, as for other African Americans of the day, ballots communicated not just individual voter’s choice but also the broader community’s will. “Now, if our colored men don’t get united and … look after the race interests they will wake up some fine day and witness the repeal of the 15th Amendment. We,” she continued, including herself, though the Fifteenth Amendment had enfranchised only black men, “have had the ballot and lost it several times before in certain States. Now we have it nationally; but the South is a unit to disfranchise us and the crusade is now begun in Philadelphia, the cradle of liberty, to take it away practically forever.” Mossell rejected silence, for “silence gives consent.”

Adella Hunt Logan shared her concern. The Sparta, Georgia, native and Tuskegee Institute professor had joined the National American Woman Suffrage Association as early as 1895. Ten years later, she laid out an erudite rationale for black women’s suffrage in *The Colored American Magazine*, a leading forum for discussion of public issues by the nation’s African American elite. “After more than thirty years of trial some statesmen, real and pseudo, have concluded that the Fourteenth Amendment was a mistake,” Logan began. All the same, the Fourteenth Amendment remained on the books, and the Amendment clearly stated that “all persons born or naturalized in the U.S. … are citizens of the U.S. and of the states in which they reside.” Logan continued in a blistering tone. “In the ordinary affairs of life women are regarded as persons. Why not treat them as such in questions of government? No, they are classed with” individuals deemed unfit to govern themselves or others—“minors, idiots, and paupers.” Logan turned to Blackstone’s *Commentaries on the Laws of England*, the authoritative treatise on English common law, and opined that “the writer knows women, some colored women, who claim and crave the sovereignty of full citizenship.” Viewing the problem through an intersectional lens, Logan argued that African Americans, both women and men, needed the ballot even more urgently than the white Americans who already enjoyed it. “If white American women, with all their natural and acquired advantages, need the ballot, that right protective of all other rights; if Anglo Saxons have been helped by it—and they have—how much more do Black Americans, male and female, need the strong defense of a vote to help secure their right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness?”

By 1915, Mary Church Terrell was the honorary past president of the National Association of Colored Women, the powerful reform organization that she had helped to found in 1896. Terrell unpacked the relationship between black women’s suffrage campaigns, the endangered Fifteenth Amendment, and voting rights for black men in an article she wrote for W. E. B. DuBois’s *The Crisis*. African American men, she argued, knew all too well the “yoke of oppression” of discrimination and injustice, and she called upon them to put their full weight behind efforts to enfranchise African American women.

Even if I believed that women should be denied the right of suffrage, wild horses could not drag such an admission from my pen or lips, for this reason: precisely the same arguments used to prove the ballot be withheld from women are advanced to prove that colored men should not be allowed to vote. The reasons for repealing the Fifteenth Amendment differ but little from the arguments advanced by those who oppose the enfranchisement of women.

For Terrell and other African American suffragists, saving the Fifteenth Amendment and extending the vote to women were two fronts in the same fight.
A series of states granted women the vote in the 1910s and as momentum built for a federal amendment, the Fifteenth Amendment and black men’s voting rights loomed large in the public debate. The 1913 Washington, D.C., suffrage parade organized by Alice Paul and Lucy Burns for Woodrow Wilson’s first inaugural returned the federal amendment to the nation’s political agenda, and the House of Representatives took it up for debate for the first time in the new century. Returning President Carrie Chapman Catt committed NAWSA in 1916 to a secret “Winning Plan” that leveraged state-level victories to build support for a federal amendment. Since no state in the former Confederacy had yet granted women even partial suffrage, the only plausible route to the ballot for southern women, African American or white, was through a federal amendment. As supporters of black woman suffrage continued to call for the enforcement of the Fifteenth Amendment, white supremacists on both sides of the woman suffrage question debated whether a federal amendment would threaten white privilege. Their arguments, yea or nay, pivoted on their views of what the history of the Fifteenth Amendment predicted for black women’s future voting rights.

Some white supremacist opponents of a federal amendment predicted doom if the Susan B. Anthony Amendment ever made it onto the books. The disfranchising work of two generations would be thrown into question, the whole “settlement” of the race question undone. The editors of the Richmond Evening Journal issued such a warning in 1915, arguing that woman suffrage would return “negro rule” to many Virginia counties, and that the white men of the Commonwealth would be duty-bound to again defend white supremacy through unsavory means, and thus “return to the slimepit from which we dug ourselves.” When NAWSA embraced a federal strategy, Louisiana suffragist Kate Gordon founded the Southern States Woman Suffrage Conference and dedicated it to suffrage by state action. Gordon condemned the proposed Anthony Amendment as a “sequel” to the hated Fifteenth. Laura Clay, long the power behind the Kentucky Equal Rights Association, predicted that southern states would never accept woman suffrage if, like black men’s suffrage, it was imposed by a federal amendment. The “Anthony Amendment,” she declared at an emergency strategy meeting of NAWSA in 1916, was “a repetition of the Fifteenth Amendment.” Reasonable people, she argued, could hardly expect southern states to “subscribe voluntarily to a principle they rejected formerly.”

Historian Marjorie Spruill Wheeler argues that few Southerners of the day truly believed that a federal amendment would seriously threaten white supremacy. “Most suffragists,” she writes in New Women of the New South, “believed the disfranchisement movement had successfully resolved ‘the negro problem’ and that the South did not need to fear further northern intervention on behalf of southern blacks.” Emmet O’Neal, a jurist who had served as a delegate to Alabama’s 1901 disfranchising constitutional convention, seemed to agree. O’Neal ardently opposed the impending federal amendment as “unwise, useless, and harmful,” and yet recognized that it would no more guarantee suffrage for women than the Fifteenth Amendment had guaranteed suffrage for African American men. By the time he wrote in early 1920 as a retired governor, he compared the two amendments, noted that the latter one faithfully echoed the former, and concluded that the woman suffrage amendment gave no cause for concern. “Does the Anthony Amendment, if ratified, give to
women the right of suffrage? The same question was asked as to the Fifteenth Amendment; and the same answer of the Supreme Court that it did not in its true sense give to the negroes the right of suffrage, would be the answer now, as to the Anthony Amendment.”

Indeed, a number of Southern suffragists were so confident of the power of states to disfranchise that they supported the Anthony Amendment with no fear that it would endanger white supremacy. Even if the federal amendment passed, they argued, states could use their powers, enshrined in the Fifteenth Amendment, to restrict access to the ballot by other means. Alabama suffragist Pattie Ruffner Jacobs of Birmingham had once supported suffrage by state action, but in 1915 she testified before the U.S. Senate that, should the federal amendment pass, states could take measures to ensure that only the “best” women and men, whether white or black, could exercise the vote. In 1918, NAWSA leader Ida Husted Harper tried to reach out to Kate Gordon and other states’ rights suffragists who were unhappy with NAWSA’s commitment to federal action by arguing that a federal amendment would not re-enfranchise African American men. Gordon was not convinced, but Lila Meade Valentine changed her mind. Valentine, president of Virginia’s Equal Suffrage League, also had once called for suffrage by state action but by 1918 she had embraced the federal amendment. Opponents of woman suffrage, Valentine said, “conjur[ed] up the negro bogey,” but the Virginia constitution of 1902 provided more than adequate means for preventing African Americans from exercising a majority.18

As two southern states broke rank and enacted partial suffrage provisions by state action, white supremacists began to demonstrate that white supremacy could withstand woman suffrage. Arkansas granted women the ability to vote in primary elections in 1917 and Texas followed the next year, but African American women encountered barriers there when they tried to cast votes. In Waco, Texas, for example, African American women and men together tried to vote in the July 1918 Democratic primary, only to be turned away by election officials. R.H. Hines wrote the NAACP headquarters in New York to bring the violation to the organization’s attention. “We were prohibited from having any part in this election,” Hines reported. “Our women were properly reg-istered, and every requirement fulfilled.”19

The debate over the consequences of a future federal amendment ended when Tennessee ratified in August 1920. The Anthony Amendment became the Nineteenth Amendment and African American newspapers cheered the news. “Women Celebrate in Honor of Vote Right,” the New York Age announced in a page-one headline. But southern state legislators were little more enthusiastic about woman suffrage than before. Kentucky, Texas, Arkansas, and Tennessee ratified, but Virginia and Mississippi rejected the amendment outright, Mississippi’s legislators putting an exclamation point on the matter by voting to reject on election day, the very day that women elsewhere were casting their first votes. Women in Mississippi and Georgia missed the fall elections because their state legislatures failed to meet to waive poll taxes for women; poll tax payments had been due the previous winter, months before women had even gained the vote, and these states declined to provide an accommodation. The governor of Florida did call the legislature into session, but only after a member of the state’s Supreme Court warned him that failure to do so might trigger the federal government to act on the Nineteenth Amendment’s enforcement clause, and maybe the Fifteenth Amendment’s, too.20

Kate Gordon, ever the states’ rights loyalist, remained unreconciled to federal action even after the bitter end. In 1923, she sulked in a letter to her friend, Laura Clay.
“Ratification by Tenn. was as fraudulent as the spirit that put over the 15th Amendment.” But black suffragists shared none of her objections, and African American women in the South were determined to use their hard-won rights.21

The ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment pried open a crack in the edifice of white supremacy, putting the weight of the Constitution behind southern black voters for the first time in a generation. In the fall of 1920, newly enfranchised southern black women surged to the polls to press their claim that the Nineteenth Amendment included them. Black men joined them—husbands, fathers, brothers, and neighbors, some of them new veterans with proud records of service to country—with renewed determination to reclaim their voting rights. That fall and in the decade to come, some southern African Americans in fact succeeded in registering and casting ballots. Many, however, encountered a situation all too reminiscent of the disfranchisement period of the late nineteenth century: obstructionist tactics, threats, and sometimes violence as white supremacists worked to put down this fresh challenge to their power. And when black women encountered these barriers to the exercise of their new rights, they complained that, just like the Fifteenth Amendment before it, the Nineteenth Amendment was being ignored.22

In the fall of 1920, African American women in at least seven southern states succeeded in registering and voting. In Charles County, Maryland, about 160 black women—and nearly ninety black men—registered as Republicans during September. In Richmond, Virginia, about a tenth of the city’s black women of voting age got themselves on the books. In North Carolina, perhaps a thousand African American women, scattered from the mountains in Asheville to the coastal region near New Bern, added themselves to the registration rolls. In Georgia, a Chatham County newspaper reported that “an astonishingly large number of negro women—more than 1,000”—had gotten themselves registered in the Savannah area. In Atlanta, black women “in every ward in the city” turned out at the polls on election day. In Duval County, Florida, home to Jacksonville, some 6,400 African American women registered. Activists and news organizations from Birmingham and Mobile, Alabama and Houston, Texas, also reported major efforts to organize black women as voters.23

White supremacists may have regarded these efforts as threatening because when black women turned out to register and vote, they frequently brought the community with them. Spouses, other family members, pastors, neighbors, coworkers, and friends often accompanied aspiring women voters and lent crucial support. Historian Elsa Barkley Brown and others found that, during and after Reconstruction, African American men frequently brought their families and neighbors to the polls with them; in the 1920s, the company was just as welcome. The witness of others provided a certain safety in numbers, and the presence of “respectable” associates might induce unfriendly officials to treat these women with courtesy. Moreover, the presence of a group enacted the idea, also with a long history in African American communities, that the ballot expressed not just the will of the individual voter but rather the interest of the community at large. Above all, the people who joined these women often intended to register and vote themselves.24
Texas club woman and NAACP leader Christia Adair found that numbers could not assure success. She accompanied other activist friends to cast ballots in Kingsville, Texas, in 1918, but poll workers turned them away despite the new law enfranchising women in the state’s Democratic primary elections. Adair recalled that her friend, Kitty Simmons, asked point-blank, “Are you saying that we can’t vote because we’re Negroes?” The election official provided an equally blunt answer: “Yes.” Elsewhere, African American women who approached election officials in concert with others enjoyed greater success. In Baltimore in the fall of 1920, three residents of the “Old Folks Home” of the Methodist Episcopal Church registered together—Mrs. Mary Garrett, age ninety; and Mrs. Geneva Gray, age eighty-four, who “in clear voice but with shaking hands got themselves on the books”; and the ninety-year-old Mr. Moses James. In Atlanta, African American men “accompanied the women as they demanded the right to vote.” Men who possessed experience in politics also schooled women on how to use their new right. In Lake City, Florida, an African American man and Republican loyalist organized women at “churches, lodges, and night schools” and conducted “meetings to instruct Negro women how to vote.” Coworkers likewise lent support. When nine women from the faculty of the Virginia Normal and Industrial Institute in Petersburg, Virginia successfully registered, they marked the occasion by taking a group photo (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. First female voters, Ettrick, Virginia, c. 1920.
Front row: Mary Branch, Anna Lindsay, Edna Colson, Edwina Wright, Johnella Frazer (Jackson), Nannie Nichols. Back row: Eva Conner, Evie Carpenter (Spencer), Odelle Green.
From the Evie Spencer DeCosta Papers, Special Collections and Archives, Johnston Memorial Library, Virginia State University, Petersburg, Virginia.
Even with support, however, women’s efforts to register and vote often failed as white elections officials defrauded black women with a wide range of disfranchising techniques. In Richmond, Virginia, registrars turned away women who brought “friends” with them “to help fill out forms.” In Shreveport, Louisiana, resident T.G. Garrett reported to the NAACP that “six hundred of our most learned race women of Caddo Parish” turned up to register; of these, only four succeeded—three on account of “their propity” and one “under the educational test (sic).” The educational and professional attainments of some of the women denied, however, gave the lie to blanket claims that African American women were unqualified, a scenario that played out clearly in Tidewater Virginia. Lucile Wheelock, a college graduate and Hampton public school teacher, reported that the registrar quizzed her for nearly “three quarters of an hour” before telling her that she had failed. In Alabama, a county registrar recounted years later to political scientist Ralph Bunche how his office worked to discourage African American women who tried to register. “Way back in 1920,” the registrar recalled, “we had a world of n* women coming in to register. There was a dozen of them, I reckon, come in one registration period. We registered a few of them and then we put them off … tell them they had to bring in white witnesses. … Tell them how much poll tax it was going to cost them.” In Americus, Georgia, election officials were reduced to a ridiculous game of cat-and-mouse: when African American women approached, the registrar “would hide the book or himself.” In Muskogee, Oklahoma, when black women showed up at the elections office, the panicked registrar promptly resigned.26

Obstructionist tactics, however, did not always dissuade the aspiring women, and when it failed, white supremacists resorted to intimidation and violence, much as they had during and after Reconstruction to prevent black men from voting. The black registration in Jacksonville, Florida, swelled in the fall of 1920, and newspapers reported that African American women accounted for a narrow majority of the new female registrants. A Republican campaign official complained to a U.S. senator that white supremacists sprang into action to scare the new registrants away from the polls. A thousand members of a “revived” Klan paraded the streets of Jacksonville “in disguise” on the night of October 30, 1920—just days after the end of the registration period, and days before the election. Despite the effort to intimidate, more than four thousand registered African Americans showed up at the polls where, according to a subsequent NAACP investigation, they were turned away. Election day in Jacksonville passed without major violence, to the relief of observers in the local and national press, but such threats could not be ignored. One hundred fifty miles away, in Ocoee, Florida, a black community was burned to the ground, its residents killed or permanently dispersed in an election-day pogrom triggered by a lone African American man’s attempt to vote. And one year earlier, Jacksonville itself had been the site of the lynching of two black hack drivers.27

Lula Murry did not give up, and she did not fight alone. Her 1923 appeal was one of a raft of letters written by honorably discharged black veterans and their family members from the Birmingham area asking the president to enforce their constitutional voting rights. Arthur Ivey, who worked in the mid-1920s as a gardener, introduced himself to the president as a veteran who had “served in the U.S.A. Army.” Indeed, service records indicate that he served in France in the 324th Service Battalion in a company that did forestry work, possibly clearing trees and building fortifications. Back home, he wrote to bring the violation of his rights to the president’s attention. “I am denied
the rights and privilege of a citizen which is due me in Article XIV and XV of the Constitution of the U.S.A.” “My voting certificate,” he continued “… was denied me on these conditions. We are segregated on account of race and Color and the Constitution forbids anyone being segregated on account of race or color.”

Letters by Ivey, Murry, and others in fact reached the White House, where President Coolidge’s secretary, Bascom Slemp, referred them in routine fashion to the Justice Department. Dissatisfied, the activists continued to mobilize family and neighborhood ties to push for black access to the ballot box. In December 1925 they chartered their organization as the Ex-Soldiers Co-Operative Association. The association “was composed of several hundred colored members who had been in the last worlds war, were discharged honorably, paid, bonused and made poll-tax free for life.” Now they had a “National Board of Directors,” a headquarters in Birmingham’s New Masonic Building, and officers, including Lula Murry, who served on the executive committee as a “Committeeman.” From that point forward, they put their demands for justice on official organization letterhead. They sent a fresh wave of letters in early 1926, but this time, instead of making general appeals to constitutional justice, they named the Jefferson County Board of Registrars and its chairman, L. K. Bowen, as the proponents of a “conspiracy. To violate the Constitution of the U.S.A.” Murry divulged only a few details of their most recent troubling encounter. The registrar prevented them from entering the building, instead requiring them to “make application on the outside doors,” and then “turned down” every applicant. There was more to the story, but at this point Murry declined to go further. “If the whole detail upon the merits of this subject was explained[,] this sheet of paper could not hold the wordings.” Within a matter of days, seventeen other members of the association sent similar letters, each writer backing up his or her claim to the ballot by recalling their sacrifice and service during World War I. “I am a sister of a deceased Ex-Soldier,” Murry insisted. The association followed up in February with a formal, notarized petition to President Coolidge with fifteen signatories asking for an investigation of Alabama’s compliance with the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, and Nineteenth Amendments and reasserting that “we stand ready to defend our Country upon any patriotic call, as in the past, with particular reference to the World’s War.” The petitioners included Birmingham neighbors Gus and Alice Stewart, husband and wife, and Murry’s brothers, Jim and Ozie McNab.

The Ex-Soldiers Co-Operative Association got its investigation. In January 1926, the FBI interviewed Murry and the group’s secretary, Jerry S. Merriweather, who worked in the late 1920s as an insurance agent. In the meeting at the association’s Birmingham headquarters, Merriweather testified on behalf of the group that “despite the 15th Article of the Constitution they were hampered at the time of registration” and that though they had fulfilled every requirement and met “all the qualifications” for voting, repeating the process over a series of years, the registrar had failed to add their names to the rolls. Murry added that, in last year’s attempt, “she had learned the 15th Amendment by heart” and recited it to the registrar, to no avail.

The investigator was unimpressed. He found that though Murry and Merriweather were “above the average[,]”—more an insult than a compliment—“they are trouble makers in exciting the mass of colored people to vote.” Some African Americans, he maintained, had successfully registered in the city, and most who had registered had not bothered to cast ballots. Alabama law, he noted, even provided the opportunity for
anyone who was turned down to appeal. In the end, he concluded that the Board of Registrars had acted properly: “Investigation shows attempts to register, but qualifications not considered satisfactory to the registering officer.”

The U.S. attorney for the northern district of Alabama, C. B. Kennemer, was more sympathetic to the petitioners than the investigating agent had been. He reported back to Washington that Alabama law gave registrars “wide discretion and power.” “I have absolutely no doubt,” Kennemer wrote to Attorney General John G. Sargent, “and in fact I practically know, that such power and discretion is very frequently exercised in a highly biased and unfair manner.” Even so, Kennemer concluded that the actions of the registrars were legal and that his office had no recourse. “I know of no action this office could take,” Kennemer maintained, “that would in any manner be calculated to rectify such practices.” The federal government would take no action to enfranchise Lula Murry or any other black woman in the Jim Crow South. And, much as African American men had found over time that the Fifteenth Amendment failed to secure their voting rights, African American women were learning that the Nineteenth Amendment would also fail them.

In 1921, a year after ratification, Mary Church Terrell addressed the nation’s black clubwomen through the pages of *National Notes*, the organ of the National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs. Her advice to African American women on how to “Do Their Duty in Politics” reflected the troubling experience of the campaign season of the previous year. Terrell gave advice on voting—on casting informed ballots in order to put “good men into office and [keep] bad men out”—and castigated any black women who could vote but failed to “cast their ballots for men who will uphold the Constitution of the United States, and who stand for justice and fair play to all.” Women who could vote but did not, or did not vote intelligently, “perpetuate an irreparable injustice upon their race.” But Terrell also realized that many of her readers were still disfranchised and that they, more than ever, needed to participate in politics in whatever ways they could. In the last election cycle, Terrell recalled, “I realized more than I had ever done before that situations, methods, and conditions confronting colored women [vary] materially in the various States.” Women who lived “in those sections of the country where the Fifteenth Amendment is not violated” had plenty of work to do. Terrell left unspoken the obvious implication of her words—that the Fifteenth Amendment was being violated in some states—and instead spelled out ways that disfranchised women could still influence politics. “If they believe a certain man will deal justly by their race, they might go to him and urge him to become a candidate.” Staying abreast of legislative activity and writing letters to representatives was also a “powerful weapon of defense.” Colored women, she argued, “should actively engage in politics wherever, whenever, and however they can without actually breaking the law.”

In 1921, it should not have been necessary for Terrell to list ways black women could participate in politics if they could not vote. Her words, however tactful, contained a bitter recognition that the Nineteenth Amendment was also being “violated,” and that the failure of the Fifteenth Amendment to enfranchise the mass of black men had in effect functioned as a rehearsal for the disfranchisement of black women after the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment. Some of those “violations” echoed the disfranchising techniques
of the past—the chicanery, the poll taxes, the literacy tests, the resort to intimidation and violence. But thanks to Terrell, Lula Murry, Arthur Ivey, and many others, aspiring black voters would generate so much political pressure in early years after ratification that white supremacists would be compelled to search for other ways to block them. When white supremacists expanded the white primary system to more efficiently disfranchise black women and men, they opened up a path to Smith v. Allwright and the 1965 Voting Rights Act that aspiring black voters would use to bring the promise of the Fifteenth and Nineteenth Amendments closer to fulfillment.\(^3\)

Closer, but not fulfilled—not even today. In today’s historical moment—2018—African American voting rights remain endangered. Certainly, modern-day techniques for using ostensibly race-neutral election procedures to disfranchise in racially disparate ways draw from the “old playbook” established during and after Reconstruction. Today’s use of restrictive voter ID laws to prevent “fraud,” for example, echo concerns about fraudulent black votes during the period white supremacists falsely dubbed “Negro Rule.” Modern gerrymandering reduces the power of black votes much like the shift to at-large electoral districts did in Progressive Era cities.

But as these disfranchising techniques proceed under the fiction of race neutrality, a more fundamental challenge to black voting rights has resurfaced in public discourse, one that, one might think, an enlightened, post-Voting Rights Act nation had put to rest.\(^3\) In November 2017, when CNN aired Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore remarked that getting rid of constitutional amendments after the Tenth would “eliminate many problems,” He gave fresh voice to the century-old argument that the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were a bad idea, and maybe never even properly ratified to begin with.\(^3\) Old arguments over the legitimacy of voting by African Americans still echo in public discourse today. “A running agitation?” Indeed.
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